PLAYING FOR KEEPS
CRITICAL ECONOMIC BATTLE PLAN™

GAME ONE: AMBIGUOUS RESULTS
GAME TWO: CLEAR BIDEN VICTORY
GAME THREE: CLEAR TRUMP WIN
GAME FOUR: NARROW BIDEN WIN
Playing for Keeps The Plot to Destroy Our Constitutional Republic

Four years ago, in a secret White House meeting, Director John Brennan of the CIA briefed President Obama, Vice President Biden, James Comey, and a small cadre of the Intelligence Community about a plot involving Russia to alter the 2016 election. That is a fact. But the details are certainly not the narrative that you have been fed.

We were told that it was Donald Trump colluding with Russia. That the election was compromised. We spent almost three years and over $32 million chasing that fairy tale. But the Mueller report found nothing. It turns out that Donald Trump was not in cahoots with the Russians. It was all a ruse set up by the Clinton campaign to take the heat off her massive email scandal.

Your briefing this week will walk step-by-step through The Plot to Destroy our Constitutional Republic. We’ll explain just how the Deep State and cultural Marxists have conspired against President Trump and our nation and we will learn what they have planned for this year’s election.

Win or lose, they have a plot to take down our country.

Your Mission: To understand and recognize this plot and prevent a takedown of our country.
• To be prepared for post-election chaos and understand the agendas taking place.
• Vote, and get others to understand what is really at stake.
1. The Documented Facts You May Not Have Heard In The Media:

The Obama-Biden administration weaponized the Intelligence Community (IC) against a legitimate Presidential candidate and later set in motion a plan to take down a duly elected President. Those are now indisputable facts, documented by the very ones who perpetrated the crime and now released for the public to see if anyone will notice.

• What happened? We have handwritten notes from former CIA Director John Brennan that conclusively show that Obama/Biden were briefed on the fact that candidate Clinton was going to tie Trump to Russia to derail his campaign and distract from the Clinton email scandal. So what did Obama/Biden do? They doubled down, illegally throwing the full weight of government in for Clinton.
Unfortunately, this has been denied, obfuscated, and covered up by a complicit media. Our nation is at stake. This is WAY WORSE THAN WATERGATE.

- At any point, there should be a flood of declassified documents that provide further in-depth detail on the crime of the century.

- If these truths had implicated Trump, you would see nothing else from now until election day. Instead, we get political theater on whether or not someone wore a mask while attending an outside sporting event.

Remember Hillary’s missing emails?

Did you hear the State Department announce that they have found the 30,000 deleted emails from Hillary Clinton’s home server? They were able to retrieve them despite the felonious activity taken to “bleachbit” the server and destroy copies. The coverup and evidence destruction was initially deemed illegal by the FBI top lawyer and clearly was illegal for anyone who cared to follow the law. Instead of rooting out the truth at the time, however, the Intelligence Community was plotting against candidate Donald Trump.

“I’ve witnessed the politicization of Intelligence firsthand for a dozen years. It has now gotten so bad that our nation’s future is at stake. When you have the FBI and CIA “in the tank” for one political party, there can be little hope for America. It gets worse when foreign powers seemingly control that party.” –Kevin Freeman

2. **JUST THE FACTS! – We Now Have Rock-Solid Evidence That: HILLARY CLINTON ILLEGALLY USED A HOME SERVER FOR CLASSIFIED COMMUNICATIONS.**

A look at the chronology of events below:

A. Hillary Clinton (illegally) used a home server for classified government communications. That would be “go to jail time” for any normal American.
B. Hillary Clinton’s team (illegally) covered up (and destroyed) the evidence and obstructed justice. [Also, never forget the totally inappropriate and likely illegal Bill Clinton meeting with Obama Attorney General Loretta Lynch on the tarmac.]

C. The Obama/Biden Justice Department covered for Hillary and failed to follow through on either getting the evidence or prosecuting the crimes.

**NEXT, A FAKE NEWS STORY ON TRUMP WAS USED TO CREATE THE DISTRACTION**

D. Hillary Clinton’s campaign then launched a fake news story of Trump-Russian collusion to distract from her malfeasance. They funded a now fully debunked dossier to carry out their scheme.

“A Means Of Distracting The Public”

**Brennan Briefed Obama On Clinton “Plan” To Tie Trump To Russia**

E. Obama/Biden knew, without question, that the dossier was totally fabricated and without any substantiation whatsoever. But instead of sharing this truth with the American people, the Obama/Biden team seeded the false information into the IC as an “insurance policy” to be used in the unexpected case that Trump won.

F. After a resounding Trump victory, the “insurance policy” was then used to distract the Trump team, sideline incoming National Security Advisor Flynn, and waste the people’s money with a lengthy and failed Mueller investigation.

G. When that failed, the same players then created a fake controversy surrounding a Ukraine phone call. The “deep state” essentially accused President Trump of doing what former VP Biden did in the open (threatening to withhold aid) and even bragged about it. Biden was covering up his son’s corruption at Burisma by demanding the firing of the Ukrainian prosecutor investigating Burisma. Take a look at this video where Biden brags about getting the prosecutor fired.

**THE VIDEO EVIDENCE IS CLEAR - Watch the Video**

It is clear that Burisma paid Hunter Biden $50,000 per month despite having NO EXPERIENCE and also a serious drug problem. The facts are clear, but the media continues to hide them from you and falsely claim “nothing to see here.”
The fake Ukraine probe was used to justify a partisan impeachment effort that unnecessarily occupied the White House this January, just as the pandemic was beginning to spread. Fortunately, President Trump did implement restrictions on travel from China (something Biden called "xenophobic").

Sadly, the American media has not shared these obvious truths but instead has spun an unbelievable narrative to make President Trump look like the bad guy.
3. Despite The Negative Narratives And Corrupt Political Scandals - A Look At Trump’s Accomplishments.

Former “never Trumper” David Sound in The Federalist listed nine major accomplishments that made him say that he would “crawl through broken glass to vote for Trump.”

1. Building the strongest U.S. economy in my lifetime through historic business and personal tax cuts
2. Cutting federal government regulations
3. Confronting China’s trade abuses and negotiating fair trade deals
4. Eliminating the Obamacare individual mandate
5. Rebuilding our military and securing the largest military pay raise in a decade
6. Nominating and confirming more solid conservative circuit court judges than any other first-term administration
7. Nominating and fighting for the confirmation of two originalists, Gorsuch and Kavanaugh, to the Supreme Court and then nominating Amy Coney Barrett
8. Moving the U.S. Embassy in Israel to Jerusalem and then brokering the Abraham Accords peace deal between Israel, the United Arab Emirates, and Bahrain
9. Consistently fighting Democrats to build the wall to secure our southern border

It’s an amazing list given all the efforts of the Deep State to derail him. And that list is why they hate him so much and will do just about anything to stop him. –Kevin Freeman


Just when we thought we had seen it all, win or lose prepare for potential election chaos.
• The people who brought you the Russian Collusion Hoax and the phony Impeachment scandal have developed a contingency plan for any and every outcome of the November election. Their clear intention is to dramatically and permanently change America.

• The Game Plan is brought to you by the nefarious and ironically named “Transition Integrity Project.” It sounds so nice! But it is a clear and present danger to our Constitutional Republic.

WARNING: (with startling new findings), they have ZERO interest in transition integrity. Quite the opposite. This is wholly about seizing power.

• The Transition Integrity Project Defined: Here is their description taken from direct excerpts of the report they placed on the Internet:

They say “In June 2020, TIP organized four scenario exercises to identify risks to the rule of law or to the integrity of the democratic process in between Election Day and Inauguration Day...At this point it seems possible that either candidate may achieve a decisive electoral victory, but the goal of the scenario exercises was to gain a better understanding of the tests our democratic institutions could face in the event that candidates defy the norms that have underpinned American political practice for decades.”

“Sixty-seven people participated as active ‘players’ in one or more of the scenario exercises, while dozens more participated in the exercises as observers and offered feedback during debriefing sessions. Participants included members of both major political parties, former high-ranking government officials, senior political campaigners, nationally prominent journalists and communications professionals, social movement leaders, and experts on politics, national security, democratic reform, election law, and media....”

The Transition Integrity“?” Project.

If you didn’t know better, they make it sound like a plan to defend, rather than subvert, the Constitution. But if you look closely, it quickly becomes apparent that the goal is radical anti-constitutional change regardless of the election outcome.

–Kevin Freeman

Read the ENTIRE DOCUMENT here. Also, see the links that confirm MSN, CNN, and Fox all acknowledge that this project is not only real, but in some cases, revered.

THIS REPORT IS SO UNBELIEVABLE, AND YET VERY FEW IN AMERICA KNOW THAT IT EXISTS. EVEN FEWER UNDERSTAND THE EARTH-SHAVING IMPLICATIONS! THE TRUTH MUST GET OUT BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE!

More things to note about the TIP Report:

1. It begins with a clear anti-Trump bias. It is in no way bi-partisan. While blaming Trump for all sorts of things, it completely ignores the full-on, well-documented, “Worse than Watergate” coup attempt perpetrated against him. Here is their explanation for the project:

“The Project was launched in late 2019 out of concern that the Trump Administration may seek to manipulate, ignore, undermine or disrupt the 2020 presidential election and transition process.”

Those “assumptions” are as biased as you can get. They never question Biden’s motives.

The Players Involved

The people involved are uniformly anti-Trumpers. Byron York lists a “few participants: John Podesta, Donna Brazile, Jennifer Granholm, Bill Kristol, Max Boot, other anti-Trumpers.” (And yes, it’s that “spirit cooking” John Podesta playing a lead role.) They call it “bi-partisan” but the so-called Republicans were avowed “Never Trump” Biden endorsers. This is the same tactic taken by the so-called “bi-partisan” Debate Commission. There’s not a Trump supporter among them. And yet, President Trump continues to have massive Republican support. According to a Gallup survey in mid-September, 94% of Republicans approve of President Trump’s job performance. So it’s not like it would be hard to find a pro-Trump Republican to include.
The FOUR Scenarios

- In ALL FOUR scenarios, the Project lays out a path to remake America. They had FOUR scenarios they are prepared for:

Appendix C: Game Summaries

**Game One**
- Ambiguous Result

**Game Two**
- Clear Biden victory

**Game Three**
- Clear Trump win

**Game Four**
- Narrow Biden win

The Overall Themes:

Here is what they suggest should happen in the case of a Clear Trump Win:

“The game play ended in a constitutional crisis, with threats of secession, and the potential for either a decline into authoritarianism or a radically revamped set of democratic rules that ensure the popular will prevails (abolishment of the Electoral College, making DC and Puerto Rico states, and other changes).”

A Clear Electoral College Trump Win, Loss of Popular Vote. (NOTE: There is NO CONSIDERATION of a Trump popular vote victory.)

- Even the “Clear Trump Victory” is shown as an Electoral College win but still losing the popular vote.

While that fits the media narrative and most polling, it doesn’t match intelligent analysis of the situation unless you allow for serious election fraud. Despite the polls, Trump has the momentum and enthusiasm. And really, all that matters is the Electoral College.
Still, Hillary Clinton told Joe Biden: Do not concede under any circumstances!

Note the words, “Not under any circumstances.” Not even if Trump clearly wins the Electoral College?

“The most consequential action of the first turn was the Biden Campaign’s retraction of its election night concession... The Biden Campaign began the game by encouraging three states with Democratic governors—North Carolina, Wisconsin, and Michigan—to ask for recounts. As the game developed, governors in two of the three sent separate slates of electors to counter those sent by the state legislature.

“At the end of the first turn, the country was in the midst of a full-blown constitutional crisis characterized by:

1) Political chaos,
2) Widespread threats of violence,
3) Sporadic actual violence in the streets, and
4) A hostile, dangerous, highly-partisan, and frequently unconstrained information and media environment.”

This is the scenario they planned with a clear Trump win.

“The Biden Campaign encouraged Western states, particularly California but also Oregon and Washington, and collectively known as ‘Cascadia,’ to secede from the Union unless Congressional Republicans agreed to a set of structural reforms to fix our democratic system to ensure majority rule.

With advice from President Obama, the Biden Campaign submitted a proposal to 1) Give statehood to Washington, DC and Puerto Rico; 2) Divide California into five states to more accurately represent its population in the Senate; 3) Require Supreme Court justices to retire at 70; and 4) Eliminate the Electoral College, to ensure that the candidate who wins the popular vote becomes President.
One of the most consequential moves was that Team Biden on January 6 provoked a breakdown in the joint session of Congress by getting the House of Representatives to agree to award the presidency to Biden. Pence and the GOP refused to accept this, declaring instead that Trump was reelected under the Constitution because of his Electoral College victory (which is true). This partisan division remained unresolved because neither side backed down, and January 20 arrived without a single president-elect entitled to be Commander-in-Chief after noon that day. It was unclear what the military would do in this situation.”

If Trump has a clear win, according to the Transition Integrity Project, they intend to throw our nation into a Constitutional Crisis!

“One other concerning thing about the Transition Integrity Project report is something that is not said directly, but clearly seems to be implied. That is, the progressive left has a plan to prevent a Trump second term under any and all circumstances (even including the use of violence). The Constitution is clear that the winner in the Electoral College is the President. But they want to overturn that. This sounds like a plot for treason! There is no other way to look at it.” –Kevin Freeman

BE SURE TO READ THE DOCUMENT FOR YOURSELF, TO UNDERSTAND THIS IS NOT A CONSPIRACY TALK BUT ACTUAL GAME PLAN SCENARIOS.

Warning: if you think their plans are bad with a clear Trump victory, they are much worse with a Biden win.
CASE STUDY:

DID YOU KNOW? There was a plan cooked up in the White House after Trump won in 2016 to NOT let him become President? This is shocking but true according to our source.

Exclusive: Coup Plotters Considered Never Allowing Trump To Be Inaugurated

by Charles “Sam” Faddis October 11, 2020

An exclusive report based on a senior Department of Defense official’s account – the coup plotters considered never transferring power to the President-elect of the United States of America.

Recent revelations, including the declassification of key documents, have effectively ended any speculation about what really transpired in 2016 and 2017 in regard to Donald Trump and spurious allegations of Russian collusion. The story was a fabrication. None of it was ever true. There really was a conspiracy, and we really did witness the first attempted coup in American history.

Information uncovered within the last few days by AND Magazine adds significantly to our understanding of the scope of the conspiracy and suggests strongly that subsequent to the election of Donald Trump there was serious consideration given to simply not transferring power to the President-Elect.

According to a former senior Department of Defense official interviewed by AND Magazine, in the wake of Donald Trump’s “surprise” victory in November 2016, a National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) was rushed through pushing the false Russian collusion narrative and asserting as the judgment of the Intelligence Community as a whole that the Russians had not only interfered in the election but had done so in order to assist Donald Trump and help him become President. We have known for some time that this NIE was drafted, what we now know is considerably more about the highly unusual way in which it was drafted ....

...one of the committee’s taskings was to develop a plan to delay and/or reschedule the inauguration. While the official to whom the call was made ultimately deliberately avoided attending committee meetings, he did see subsequent Top Secret email traffic that showed significant inter-agency discussion of the possibility of not proceeding as scheduled with the transfer of power.
At some point, this idea appears to have been dropped in favor of proceeding with the strategy of creating an impeachment narrative, but for months apparently there was significant discussion of the possibility of simply not handing over the Presidency to Donald Trump.

Since these are basically the same people, it is entirely clear that they ARE NOT interested in Transition Integrity. Quite the contrary, four years ago they considered a blatant and outright coup, but instead settled for their “insurance policy” with the Mueller investigation, the Steele dossier, and planned impeachment efforts. They now see that as a miscalculation. The TIP is proof that they do not intend to accept another loss under any circumstances.

6. A CLOSER LOOK AT WHAT REALLY HAPPENS WITH A BIDEN WIN:

- You may have noticed that Joe Biden has already dramatically shifted to the far left. That’s so true that even Bernie Sanders is impressed, promising that a Biden administration would be the most progressive since FDR. That’s code for “he’s now one of us.” That is troubling, to say the least, given Sanders love for Marxist dictators. There are even reports that President Obama is concerned the push to the left is happening too fast.

- Despite what he says now, Joe Biden has stood firmly against America’s fossil fuel renaissance, promising to end fossil fuel, promising to end fracking. He can’t admit that now because he would lose badly in energy states. But both he and Kamala were very clear on record during the primaries. And the financial markets understand this.

- Joe Biden has also adopted the radical LGBTQ agenda to an unbelievable degree, including advocating for 8-year olds wanting sex-change operations, He has a far-progressive climate agenda (even supporting the framework of the Green New Deal whether he admits it or not). He has been vocally defending Obamacare even as his plan would radically undo it with a push to a single-payer system.

- Beyond that, everyone must know by now that the radical left wants Biden to push a “court packing” plan that FDR tried to implement to guarantee a complete radical takeover of government.

- Biden also has tried to be cagey regarding his tax plans. He promises to repeal the Trump tax cuts on Day One and that would, without question, raise taxes on most
Americans, even those with lower income. A James Madison Institute study showed that in spending alone, the Biden plan would cost $49,000 per family over a decade. That is almost an entire year’s income for an average family. Even a Bloomberg report acknowledges that his announced plans would stifle the economy.

- There are many other things we could share, but the most “in your face” issue is Biden’s family corruption. This story gets worse hour by hour. It is obvious to anyone that Hunter Biden was selling family (and White House) access to sketchy groups in Ukraine, China, and Russia. The story seems corroborated by an abandoned laptop and also a former business partner. While Joe Biden denies knowing anything about Hunter’s business dealings, he did take him on Air Force Two to China where he got a $1.5 billion investment for private equity. The emails appear to indicate that these deals would not have happened without the prospect of Joe Biden’s support. That does seem to be a reasonable notion given the fact that Hunter Biden was forced out of the Navy for drug abuse and had ongoing “challenges” in this area according to police reports. It’s hard to imagine that the wife of Moscow’s mayor would pay him $3.5 million outside of his connection to his father.

- We also know that Biden is a totalitarian when it comes to enforcing dubious public health mandates. He has mentioned mandatory national lockdowns (something even the World Health Organization now says are a bad idea and leading scientists agree) and also a national mask mandate. In a public health crisis, he feels it acceptable to suspend the Constitution. Don’t forget that racism has been called a public health crisis. What unconstitutional things would Biden do to address it? Likewise, climate change is called a public health crisis. Another reason to tear up the Constitution?

- Then, of course, there is the plan to defeat conservative America once and for all with tricks like creating new states out of Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia and eliminating the Electoral College. Open borders with amnesty and quick citizenship would guarantee a permanent popular vote majority. Estimates suggest that the Biden-Harris plan would add 52 million new immigrants.

- And, we also know that Joe Biden has pledged to “end shareholder capitalism.” He wants investors to benefit everyone with their investments rather than earn profits. No matter how you slice it, that’s socialism. And it is aimed at American investors.

- Finally, we now know that Biden is remarkably comfortable with social media censorship when it benefits him. He loved that Facebook and Twitter banned any discussion of Hunter’s corruption. This has ominous implications.
• When you add it all up, no wonder Bernie Sanders says Biden would be the most “progressive” President in history. BUT EVEN THIS MAY NOT BE RADICAL ENOUGH!

7. The Progressives “Insurance Policy”

• Look at Nancy Pelosi’s plan to create a 25th Amendment Commission. The Speaker (who tore up the State of the Union speech) admits this is not for President Trump (even though she questioned his capacity). She says it is for the future. Of course, she knows that Biden would be the oldest elected President in history. She is well aware of the questions regarding his mental clarity. And, she understands that Kamala Harris was handpicked to be ready to step in on Day One according to Biden himself. In fact, Both Joe and Kamala have already slipped, calling it a “Harris/Biden” administration.

• This is the progressives “insurance policy.” If Biden doesn’t move fast enough for the complete takedown of our government, they will move him out and put her in. And anyone paying attention knows it.

• How about the radical media that has pretended all the protests were peaceful (and not riots)? They want to see something akin to the French Revolution. Perhaps that’s why they keep bringing up guillotines. They are serious. How about this from Keith Olberman? Watch his video rant and demand that conservatives be arrested and removed from society.

• https://youtu.be/lQeOk0cyfH4

• Olberman’s words are shocking but represent a good number of Biden supporters.
WHY YOU SHOULD CARE:

- Our Constitutional Republic is at risk from those within America.
- Your future, and your family’s future are at stake.
- We could lose to the Cultural Marxism 100-year plan to take down America.
- The Media no longer operates as a free unbiased press but is clearly following a Deep State Narrative toward a progressive left, and in many cases Deep State controlled messaging.

“The bottom line is that this is a complete radical plan to wipe the America we know and love from the face of the earth. The radicals hope to suspend the Constitution as needed, eliminate the First and Second Amendments, confiscate property, and take total and near permanent control of all aspects of our society. The radical left already controls most of the media, big tech, the Deep State bureaucracy, public education, and chunks of Wall Street. They intend to leverage that power in a color revolution combined with what they hope will be one last election victory to take total control. They are working in common cause with the Chinese Communist Party (which has been supporting the social unrest), global Marxists, George Soros’ Open Society elements, and radical Islamists. They all want to see a radical remaking of what we know is the greatest nation on earth. Keep in mind that (as we explained in Part One), even if the progressives lose the election, they intend to use violence to take control. In addition, it is clear that radical progressives are perfectly willing to lie, cheat, and steal with election fraud.” –Kevin Freeman
ACTION PLAN:

1. **Get EDUCATED.** Don’t swallow the media Kool-Aid. Research this for yourself read the report and follow the links. Understanding the Deep State Plans and narratives is key to seeing through all of this.

2. **COMMUNICATE.** Spread this truth as widely as possible. Conservative voices are being silenced on social media. We will have to use other means when that happens including phone calls, texts, and emails in a personal fashion. Use Social Media while available but get ready for a potential blackout (as we saw with information on Hunter Biden laptop).

3. **ENCOURAGE** others that it is OK to support President Trump. It’s not only OK, it is imperative!

4. **VOTE, ENCOURAGE OTHERS TO VOTE, AND VOLUNTEER** to help watch the polls. Look for any sign that ballots are being dumped. Report to authorities anything that looks like election fraud.

5. **FAST and PRAY!** Get right with God and ask for His mercy for our nation. Ask others to pray as well. Our future is at stake. It may seem like everyone is arrayed against us. But, “If God be for us, who can stand against us?” And keep in mind that this is a spiritual battle more than anything else. “For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.” And, per Jesus himself, this may require additional focus as explained in Matthew 17:21 “However, this kind does not go out except by prayer and fasting.” I think that’s pretty clear, so I am encouraging all of those who truly love America to fast and pray for the election and what comes afterward.

6. **HELP ALL AMERICANS WAKE UP and be part of saving America.** Send this Economic Battle Plan™ to friends and your financial advisor and ask them to sign up for our weekly battle plan updates at www.economicwarroom.com. Be sure to catch the data and footnotes below for more documentation. We want you to have access to key information to make intelligent decisions.
In the Economic War Room®, we encourage Americans to be the “small ships that make the difference.” You cannot solely rely on the government or the president to solve America’s problems. You have to make a difference. It is up to you to help take our country back and create a voice for economic liberty. [The small ships are based on Churchill’s Operation Dynamo that rescued the British Expeditionary Forces in the Miracle of Dunkirk].

We need more Economic Patriots on the team! Consider what you can do now to help strengthen America or even help someone in need. Keep in touch with your congressional representatives. Choose from the list or set your own goals:

- ✓ Get others to sign up on our website (https://www.economicwarroom.com) and review our free weekly Economic Battle Plans™. Each of these will address critical solutions to the threats highlighted in this briefing.

- ✓ At our Economic War Room® website, sign up to TheBlaze for our complete weekly shows. Please use our code (ECON) from that link for a discount and FREE trial.

- ✓ Follow, like, comment, and share on FB and Twitter. Look for short video segments on FB and make sure those are shared. We recognize these tools may be compromised at times, but if they are not filtered, they are the major platforms available to reach out to the public. [Know that alternatives to the social platforms listed above are under EWR consideration.]

- ✓ Check out XOTV (https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room), a new free speech video platform that Economic War Room is proud to partner with. Access is FREE but consider making a donation to EWR on that website to help with Economic War Room’s research and production costs.

- ✓ You are welcome to share this battle plan and our short video segments with friends on FB or YouTube. We set up the Economic War Room® to be your resource for information, preparation, and mobilization.

- ✓ Do this now! Have a financial action plan based on multiple geopolitical scenarios developed now. Advanced preparation is key. Trying to figure what to do when an economic event happens is usually too late.

- ✓ Talk with your financial advisor as it relates to your savings/investments. Ensure your advisor understand the potential impact economic/geo-political scenarios could have on your portfolio. LOOK FOR ECONOMIC WAR ROOM’S ADVISOR AND INVESTOR ONLINE TRAINING COURSES COMING SOON.
Shareable Quote:
“WAY WORSE THAN WATERGATE: The Truth is Out, But the Media Wants to Cover It Up.”
–Kevin Freeman
The EWR Collection Deck – From Kevin Freeman
(List of resources and external links for more information)

Quick Access Links
The Attempted Coup and the Mueller Report
The Clinton Email Scandal
The Politicization of Intelligence
The Failed Impeachment
About the Transition Integrity Project and Planned Insurgency
Why We Must Keep the Electoral College
Why DC is not a State and Shouldn’t Be
Bought and Paid For (Biden Family and Clinton Foundation Corruption)
Biden to be Most Progressive President Ever?
Silencing Conservative Voices
The Biden/Harris Plan for a Progressive Takeover
The Progressive Insurance Policy
Understanding Color Revolutions

[ ] - Must Read/Watch

Where to Access Economic War Room
On BlazeTV https://get.blazetv.com/economic-war-room/
Our Website https://www.economicwarroom.com/
Our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/economicwarroom/
Our Twitter page https://twitter.com/economicwarroom
Our YouTube page https://www.youtube.com/economicwarroomwithkevinfreeman
Our XOTV Channel https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room
Link to all Battle Plans https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans
The Attempted Coup and the Mueller Report

[ ] Declassified Spreadsheet Reveals Shoddy FBI Corroboration of Steele Claims

[ ] An Explosive Story of Treachery Within the Trump Administration

CBS Obtains 94-Page Outline Showing FBI and Chris Steele Collaborative Use of Media Reporting...

[ ] Exclusive: Coup Plotters Considered Never Allowing Trump To Be Inaugurated

Well, Steve Scully’s ‘I Was Hacked’ Defense for Unprofessional Trump Tweet Just Got Shredded
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2020/10/10/well-these-tweets-certainly-shreds-steve-scullys-i-was-hacked-defense-for-odd-trump-tweets-n2577818

Trump Declassifies Information on Russia Investigations, but It May Be Too Late
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/10/trump-declassifies-information-on-russia-investigations-but-it-may-be-too-late/

Gina Haspel Was In On The Ground Floor Of The Coup – Why Is She Still in Charge?

‘[ ] It’s Not Illegal’: John Brennan Confirms He Briefed Obama on Russia Election Scheme
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2020/10/07/john-brennan-confirms-he-briefed-obama-on-russia-election-scheme-n2577629

Declassified memos: CIA feared Clinton was ‘stirring up’ false Russia collusion narrative
https://justthenews.com/government/us-intel-declassify-more-evidence-showing-why-fbi-russia-probe-was-broken-start

Russia’s Putin Praises ‘ideological’ Links Between Democrats, Soviet Communism

DNI Declassifies CIA Memo That Comey Claimed to Have No Memory of Receiving
https://www.theepochtimes.com/dni-declassifies-cia-memo-that-comey-claimed-to-have-no-memory-of-receiving_3528851.html
CIA Briefed Obama: Hillary Created the Trump-Russia Scandal

Caught Red Handed: Brennan’s Handwritten Notes Prove Obama Was Briefed on Scheme to Set Up Trump
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2020/10/06/brennans-handwritten-notes-show-he-briefed-obama-on-setting-trump-up-n2577573

Comey Claims Ignorance 20 Times When Questioned About Trump Investigation Problems

Russian intelligence said Hillary Clinton approved campaign plan to tie Trump to Russian election interference, reveals Trump intel director

SHOCKING leaked texts from FBI agents give Trump vindication on Russia collusion case

DNI Declassifies CIA Memo That Comey Claimed to Have No Memory of Receiving
https://www.theepochtimes.com/dni-declassifies-cia-memo-that-comey-claimed-to-have-no-memory-of-receiving_3528851.html

"Get Trump": FBI Agent From Mueller Team Says Flynn Case Was Politically Motivated "Dead End" - Others Bought Misconduct Insurance
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/get-trump-fbi-agents-mueller-team-says-flynn-case-was-politically-motivated-dead-end

Secret Report: How CIA’s Brennan Overruled Dissenting Analysts Who Concluded Russia Favored Hillary

Newt’s World: Episode 124: Carter Page on Abuse and Power

Lindsey Graham: Declassified document shows FBI misled Senate about Steele dossier

U.K. case reveals stunning new evidence of FBI abuse in Russia probe

UK Court Rules Against Steele Dossier Author Over ‘Inaccurate or Misleading’ Claims
https://theepochtimes.com/uk-court-rules-against-steele-dossier-author-over-inaccurate-or-misleading-claims_3416860.html
Robert Mueller Did Not Merely Reject the Trump-Russia Conspiracy Theories. He Obliterated Them.

[] Report On The Investigation Into Russian Interference In The 2016 Presidential Election

Trump Transition Team Records Were Secretly Given to FBI and Mueller: Senate Committees Report
https://www.theepochtimes.com/trump-transition-team-records-was-secretly-given-to-fbi-and-mueller-senate-committees-report_3551212.html

An American Coup Attempt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/an-american-coup-attempt-11602181261

WAY WORSE THAN WATERGATE: The Truth is Out But the Media Wants to Cover It Up
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2020/10/way-worse-than-watergate-the-truth-is-out-but-the-media-wants-to-cover-it-up/

The Clinton Email Scandal

[] Mike Pompeo: We have Hillary’s deleted emails
https://www.wnd.com/2020/10/4860790/

FBI Agent Who Discovered Clinton Emails on Weiner Laptop Reportedly Says He Was Told To Erase Findings

The Clinton Email Scandal And The FBI’s Investigation Of It

[] Destruction of Hillary Clinton’s Email Records During the U.S. Federal Government Investigation – The Legal and Records Management Implications
https://irch.com/destruction-of-hillary-clintons-emails/

FBI’s top lawyer believed Hillary Clinton should face charges, but was talked out of it
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/430881-fbis-top-lawyer-believed-hillary-clinton-should-face-charges-but-was

What Did Clinton’s Lawyers Say to Her Tech Guy a Few Days Before He Destroyed Her E-Mails?

[] The FBI’s Hillary email probe is looking even more like a coverup
McCarthy: Mueller ‘scorched the earth’ to find crimes, FBI ‘bent over backward’ to avoid Clinton charges
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/andy-mccarthy-trump-mueller-hillary-clinton-emails

Inspector general’s report on FBI and Clinton’s emails shows secrecy threatens democracy

[ ] The FBI’s Own Investigation Summary Proves Hillary Clinton Broke The Law

Anthony Weiner’s sexting reignites Clinton’s email scandal

Why you should be furious over Hillary Clinton’s email scandal
https://theweek.com/articles/602742/why-should-furious-over-hillary-clintons-email-scandal

The Politicization of Intelligence

Congress ripped royally for leaking intelligence for political gain

News Brief | Republicans call on Democrats to stop ‘politicizing’ intelligence on 2020 election meddling

Sidney Powell: Michael Flynn Planned to ‘Audit’ Intel Agencies Before FBI Prosecution

[ ] Fred Fleitz: Obamagate – How Obama administration apparently weaponized intel agencies for political attacks
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/fred-fleitz-obamagate-how-obama-administration-apparently-weaponized-intel-agencies-for-political-attacks

Fox News: John Brennan Suppressed Intel Saying Russia Wanted Hillary Clinton to Win

Michael Flynn lawyer says client was prepared to ‘audit’ Obama spy officials before getting ‘set up’

[ ] Obama Admin’s Snooping on Journalists’ Broader Than Previously Known
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gucQ6BOp090
Democratic Attack on Electoral College Would Silence the Minority’s Voice
https://amac.us/democratic-attack-on-electoral-college-would-silence-the-minoritys-voice/

Clapper: What Obama Admin. FBI Did to Trump Campaign ‘Meets the Dictionary Definition of Spying’

U.S. Intelligence Institutionally Politicized Toward Democrats

The Failed Impeachment

Joe Biden is lying: His Ukraine policy created a conflict of interest that diplomats warned about

Trump Impeachment Was Over Legitimate Biden Ukraine Questions
https://www.newsmax.com/larrybell/burisma/2020/10/19/id/992599/

Burisma-Biden Report Invalidates Trump Impeachment
https://wbsm.com/burisma-biden-report-invalidates-trump-impeachment-opinion/

Trump Impeachment: Legitimate Process or Partisan Weapon?
https://www.heritage.org/the-constitution/event/trump-impeachment-legitimate-process-or-partisan-weapon

Impeachment scam is poorly produced political theater

Impeachment a political scam
https://www.theintell.com/opinion/20191227/lte-impeachment-political-scam

Pelosi impeachment ‘scam’ has only hurt governance

About the Transition Integrity Project and Planned Insurgency

Colorado Democrat Party Member Suggests Using Violence: ‘Morally Acceptable’ To ‘Lie,’ ‘Cheat,’ ‘Steal’
“Plan for the worst”: Law enforcement authorities all over America are bracing for massive election riots

TIP Download: Preventing a Disrupted Presidential Election and Transition
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/7013152/Preventing-a-Disrupted-Presidential-Election-and.pdf

- ‘Anti-Trump’ group laying out scenario where military decides 2016-style election, Byron York says
  https://www.foxnews.com/politics/byron-york-transition-integrity-group-2020-election

- Transition Integrity Project
  https://www.citizensjournal.us/transition-integrity-project/

- Read the Transition Integrity Project’s full report

- Transition Integrity Project Founder Calls For EXECUTION Of Former Trump Official
  https://thenationalpulse.com/news/transition-integrity-project-execution/

- Glenn Beck: These documents reveal the left’s TERRIFYING game plan to RADICALLY change America

- Opinion: The Democrats’ dangerous delegitimization of the election

- Playing for Keeps: The Plot to Destroy Our Constitutional Republic (Part One)
  https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2020/10/playing-for-keeps-the-plot-to-destroy-our-constitutional-republic-part-one/

- Sedition: Progressives Planning Civil Unrest If Trump Is Re-Elected
  https://www.blabber.buzz/conservative-news/1019811-sedition-progressives-planning-civil-unrest-if-trump-is-re-elected

- READ: Left-wing Radicals Post Online Guide to ‘Disrupting’ the Country if Election is Close
  https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/10/12/read-left-wing-radicals-post-online-guide-to-disrupting-the-country-if-election-is-close/

Why We Must Keep the Electoral College

In Defense of the Electoral College
Why We Need the Electoral College
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2016/12/06/why_we_need_the_electoral_college_132499.html

Do You Understand the Electoral College?
https://www.prageru.com/video/do-you-understand-the-electoral-college/

Elizabeth Warren is wrong: Why we need the unpopular Electoral College

The Surprising Reason To Keep The Electoral College
https://www.policyed.org/intellections/surprising-reason-keep-electoral-college/video

Why We Need the Electoral College
https://www.amazon.com/Why-We-Need-Electoral-College/dp/1684510139

MSLF Forum: Author Tara Ross Explains Why We Need the Electoral College
https://mslegal.org/2020/05/tara-ross-why-we-need-the-electoral-college/

Why DC is not a State and Shouldn’t Be

D.C. Statehood: Not Without a Constitutional Amendment

225 Years Ago Washington, DC, Was Founded: Here’s Why It Will Never Become the 51st State

7 Reasons Why Some D.C. Residents Are Voting Against Statehood
https://wamu.org/story/16/11/07/why_some_dc_residents_are_voting_against_statehood/

Mayhem And Rioting Emphasizes Why DC Statehood Is A Terrible Idea

Letter to the Editor: Do not make Washington, D.C., a state
https://tulsaworld.com/opinion/letters/letter-to-the-editor-do-not-make-washington-d-c-a-state/article_154d253a-c419-54e2-b413-78b7ed043f04.html

DC isn’t a state, so don’t treat it like one
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/dc-isnt-a-state-so-dont-treat-it-like-one

Bought and Paid For (Biden Family and Clinton Foundation Corruption)

The Biden ‘Family Legacy’
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-biden-family-legacy-11603409528
TIMELINE OF CORRUPTION: Biden’s nefarious ties with communist China exposed

Emails Show that Biden Group Knew They Were Working With Chinese Intelligence
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2020/10/23/emails-show-that-biden-group-knew-they-were-working-with-chinese-intelligence/

Are The Chinese One Step Away From Putting Their Man In The White House While The FBI Worries About Iranian Spam Mail?

‘Big Guy’ in China Deal Email Was Joe Biden, Former Hunter Biden Partner Says

Bombshell: FBI has been investigating Hunter Biden’s laptop since December
https://www.lawenforcementtoday.com/fbi-has-been-investigating-hunter-bidens-laptop-since-december/

Hunter Biden Business Partner, A Pro-Democrat Navy Veteran: Hunter Asked Dad To ‘Sign-Off’ On Deals

Laptop connected to Hunter Biden linked to FBI money laundering probe

Hunter Biden emails not part of a ‘Russian disinformation campaign’. John Ratcliffe
https://video.foxbusiness.com/v/6202496576001/?playlist_id=3166411554001#sp=show-clips

Trump's Intelligence Chief: Hunter Biden Emails Not Russian Disinformation

Joe Biden Cannot Be President – Time For The Democrats To Put “Country Before Party”
https://andmagazine.com/talk/2020/10/18/joe-biden-cannot-be-president-time-for-the-democrats-to-put-country-before-party/

Fired Ukraine prosecutor files criminal complaint against Biden

Feds received whistleblower evidence in 2017 alleging Clinton Foundation wrongdoing

Scam Exposed: Donations To Clinton Foundation Plummeted After Clinton Lost The Election
https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/clinton-foundation-donations/
Bob Woodward calls Clinton Foundation Corrupt  
https://youtu.be/LRztNcsrDdU

Why Did the Saudi Regime and Other Gulf Tyrannies Donate Millions to the Clinton Foundation?  

The pay-to-play Clinton Foundation  

The Clintons – At the End of All Things  

Clinton foundation received up to $81m from clients of controversial HSBC bank  

The Real Scandal of Hillary Clinton’s E-Mails  

The case for Russia collusion ... against the Democrats  
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/429292-the-case-for-russia-collusion-against-the-democrats

Cash Flowed to Clinton Foundation Amid Russian Uranium Deal  

Uranium One Is a Curious Case  
https://www.wsj.com/articles/uranium-one-is-a-curious-case-1518564360

Biden to be Most Progressive President Ever?  

Bernie Sanders predicts Biden to be ‘most progressive president’ since FDR  

Sanders: Biden Can Become The Most Progressive President Since FDR  
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2020/08/16/sanders_biden_can_become_the_most_progressive_president_since_fdr.html

Progressives don’t love Joe Biden, but they’re learning to love his agenda  
https://www.vox.com/21322478/joe-biden-overton-window-bidenism

The Biden And Sanders Guarantee: “The Most Progressive Administration Since FDR”  
Biden’s vision comes into view, and it’s much more liberal than it was

Sen. Bernie Sanders Worked With Biden To Potentially Create The “Most Progressive Agenda Since FDR”

The Intercept’s Ryan Grim reacts: Biden says he will be the most progressive president

Sanders: Biden ‘Said to Me’ that He Will Be ‘the Most Progressive President Since FDR’
https://www.breitbart.com/clips/2020/07/22/sanders-biden-said-to-me-that-he-will-be-the-most-progressive-president-since-fdr/

Silencing Conservative Voices

The Chinese Communists are running Silicon Valley

Twitter Locks Trump Campaign Press Secretary’s Account Over Mail-In Voting Tweet

Facebook, Twitter censored Trump, campaign 65 times, Biden zero: Study

Chris Wallace Slams Facebook and Twitter for Censorship

Twitter now restricting access to an official government website in order to censor NY Post’s bombshell Hunter Biden story

Twitter Continues to Crack Down on Organizations Sharing NY Post’s Hunter Biden Story

Letter Signed By Center-Left Intellectuals: Anti-Speech ‘Cancel Culture’ Craze Is Illiberal and Destructive
Forget Free Speech: YouTube Closes Right-Wing Channels, Silences Libertarians

‘The Left’s Goal Is To Make Dissent Invisible And Therefore Irrelevant’: Tucker Carlson Responds To Tech Censorship
https://dailycaller.com/2020/06/19/tucker-carlson-twitter-youtube-censorship-dissent/

Progressives Would Rather Silence Their Intellectual Opponents Than Simply Debate Them
https://www.falkirkcenter.com/2020/06/10/progressives-would-rather-silence-their-intellectual-opponents-than-simply-debate-them/

The Biden/Harris Plan for a Progressive Takeover
Kamala Harris authored what could be the most expensive bill ever

To Help the Fact-checkers, Here is a List of Lies from Joe Biden’s Debate Performance

Biden Gun Plan Called ‘Most Aggressive and Dangerous’ Ever Put Forth By Major Candidate

Presidential Candidate Supports Eight-Year-Olds Choosing Their Gender
https://thefederalist.com/2020/10/19/joe-biden-tells-mom-he-supports-transgendering-eight-year-old-kids/

Biden Would Smother the Economy by Raising Taxes
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-10-14/biden-s-tax-increases-would-stifle-2021-economy

Why Obama worries about ‘progressives’ under a prospective Biden presidency

Biden’s agenda to cost $36 trillion, up to $49K per family: Study
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/bidens-agenda-to-cost-36-trillion-up-to-49-000-per-family-study

Up To 52 Million New Immigrants Could Settle In The US Under The Biden–Harris Plan, Analysis Finds
The Dangers of 'Stakeholder Capitalism'
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/08/stakeholder-capitalism-corporate-money-power-serve-political-agenda/

Joe Biden: I Am 'Prepared' To 'Shut' The United States 'Down' To Stop The Coronavirus

Joe Biden’s ‘End of Shareholder Capitalism’ Would be the End of America as We Know Her

Democrats Add Plank to Party Platform That Will Destroy the Federal Judiciary As We Know It
https://townhall.com/columnists/bronsonstocking/2020/08/01/democrats-add-plank-to-party-platform-that-will-destroy-the-judiciary-as-we-know-n2573555

Biden’s spoon-ready “Green” jobs plan

Joe Biden Supports Killing Babies in Abortion Up to Birth. The Liberal Media is Trying to Hide It

Biden Staffer’s Tweets Show Anti-Police Culture Has ‘Pervaded’ His Campaign
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2020/07/20/biden-staffers-antipolice-posts-n2572748

GOP gallery of nightmares: 10 policies Biden and Democrats would ram through after axing filibuster

Joe Biden Would Provide ‘Less Heated Criticism’ Of Oppressive China, Says His Own Pick For Chinese Ambassador
https://thenationalpulse.com/politics/biden-less-heated-criticism-of-china-says-baucus/

Joe Biden’s Love for Beijing Knows No Bounds | Opinion

Biden’s liberal climate policies feared by unions in Pennsylvania

Joe Biden vows to completely outlaw new production of gas-powered cars if elected

Biden Plans To Spend $2 Trillion On Climate Change If Elected
Courageous Priest Speaks The TRUTH About Joe Biden and Kamala Harris
https://youtu.be/Yt67gpbK3vQ

Joe Biden Gets Fact Checked on Fracking by Anderson Cooper
https://www.airtv.net/watch?v=kk0Sbxm8Sw5KsAsL5dd00Q

Biden Lied When He Said He Doesn’t Oppose Fracking. Here’s The Proof
https://thefederalist.com/2020/10/22/biden-lied-when-he-said-he-doesnt-oppose-fracking-heres-the-proof/

CNN Fact check: Biden falsely claims he never opposed fracking

The Progressive Insurance Policy

Progressives Won’t Wait for Biden to Set the Course
https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/biden-progressive-agenda-wfp/

Playing for Keeps: The Plot to Destroy Our Constitutional Republic (Part Two)

Celebrity Marxist Angela Davis sees Biden as easily ‘pressured’

Why is Pelosi suddenly talking about the 25th Amendment?

Trump says Pelosi’s 25th Amendment bill is about replacing Biden with Harris

Pelosi says commission to remove unfit presidents ISN’T ABOUT TRUMP

Progressives prepare to put the squeeze on Joe Biden

Biden Must Listen to the Demands of the Left
https://progressive.org/dispatches/biden-must-listen-to-the-left-hardy-200813/

Understanding Color Revolutions

Antifa Confirms The Coup We Warned You About In September
The struggle doesn’t end on Nov 3
https://beyondnov3.org/

From NYC to the World: A Call For A People’s State Of Emergency
https://itsgoingdown.org/from-nyc-to-the-world-a-call-for-a-peoples-state-of-emergency/


Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2020/07/do-not-go-gentle-into-that-good-night/

Social Panic, Street Riots, and a Political Crisis–Part Two

Social Panic, Street Riots, and a Political Crisis–Part One

America’s “Color Revolution”
https://marisol-nostromo.medium.com/americas-color-revolution-343cdf1b1f81

The Coming Color Revolution
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/08/the-coming-color-revolution/

A ‘colour revolution’ is coming for the US with aims to topple the world’s only superpower
https://thepostmillennial.com/a-colour-revolution-is-coming-for-the-us-with-aims-to-topple-the-worlds-only-superpower

Socialist organizers of U.S. riots linked to communist China

‘Color Revolution’: The Obama Admin’s plan UPEND America—and it’s all happening NOW
https://www.glennbeck.com/obama-administration-plan-color-revolution

Egypt’s 2011 Color Revolution ~ America’s 2020 Color Revolution
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